


YASKAWA journey in India began with the business of PLC in1980 and AC drives in 1990 and steadily expanded to accommodate 
growing customer needs. Today, the operations span the length and breadth of the country, and India remains a central hub for their 
future goals, which is headed by dynamic team.

YASKAWA address innovation primarily through two distinct product and service categories: Drives & Motion Control and Robotics 
Automation.

Our AC Drives division is spread over a production 
facility of 3 assembly lines, in a 55,000 sq.ft facility in 
Bangalore. Products include:

The Motion Control services addresses a variety of needs 
through products such as:

  L1000 A for lift application.
  A1000 with winder software for winder application.
  1000 & R1000 for regenerative drive.

Sigma 5 / Servo Drive

Sigma 5 / Servo Motor / Linear Motor / Direct drive motor

MP2000

High Performance Vector Control DriveA1000.

Matix converter U1000.

Compact V/f Control DriveJ1000.

Compact Vector Control DriveV1000.

Special purpose inverter drive:

CHALLENGES

THE CLIENT

Between1980 and 2015 professional engineering services 
provider Yaskawa India grew at a rate that exceeded 67 percent, 
adding technical disciplines and practices that have helped 
Yaskawa India solidify its interdisciplinary approach. To manage 
its growing practice across multiple offices and subsidiaries in 
India, the company adopted various softwares a variety of 
estimating, costing, and project management softwares, about 
70 sp70 spreadsheets, and a CRM system. None of these solutions 
worked together natively, and key leaders at Yaskawa India 
found it difficult to gain the performance and forecasting 
insights they needed.

The company developed workarounds and custom integrations 
to help staff process transactions, oversee projects, and 
automate processes. Eventually, though, leaders recognized that 
the lack of consolidated management information and control 
had the potential to hinder further growth.

“Microsoft Dynamics 
NAV gives us the 
best of both built-in 
capabilities and 
flexibility to support 
a diverse and 
growing business, 
contributing contributing to our 
future success.”

        - Sanjay Tiwari - COO
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